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1. Abstract 

 

Target tracking is breed of wireless sensor network wherein, main purpose is to detect the 

presence of a target and to track it constantly. Sensor nodes need to be laid upon in a structured 

or a random manner depending upon sensing area to be monitored for the specific application.  

Applications include monitoring of physical parameters like seismic vibrations, humidity, 

temperature, pressure, wind etc. including surveillance, security and indoor environments like 

intelligent home/offices.  

 

Tracking of a target is exigent and well investigated application of wireless sensor networks due 

to diversified applications. Various applications as discussed above demand proper estimation of 

a change in target’s position or precise distance measurements from each sensing nodes to the 

target. Such essentials are necessary to be measured and must be sent to the base station for the 

subsequent processing. Accurate target tracking is constrained due to limited resources in sensor 

network, ageing, faults in sensors, environmental as well as process noises etc. Moving target 

detection and tracking requires coordination among nodes in order to achieve high tracking 

efficiency. A Multi-Step tracking model of Kalman Filter (KF) and Particle Swarm Optimization 

(PSO) is proposed which estimates the trajectory of the target and provides close position 

tracking of the target. Different simulation paths and combinations are considered to investigate 

efficacy of the proposed approach and the results are compared with standard Kalman Filter.  

 

Indoor application like Light Fidelity (LIFI) network which is assumed to map with work done, 

wherein it is required that user with suitable LIFI supported device must get connected to the 

nearby LIFI spot for data access. Proposed multi-step KF-PSO tracking model deals with 

tracking a target efficiently in an indoor environment that estimates change in target’s position 

and provided tracked target location. This helps to turn ON specific LIFI spot which is nearby 

tracked position of the target to give data access while other LIFI spots remain OFF. Assumed 

LIFI application is mapped with work done and elaborated further in respective section.  

 

2. Brief description on state of the art of the research topic 

WSN is a resource constrained network consists of low cost sensor nodes which are very small in 

size having low power sensing unit, processing unit, transceiver and tiny battery to power up all 

the components.  For a continuous tracking of a target, event should be continuously sensed by 

the nodes. Further, sensed information should be delivered quick enough to a centralized entity 

for subsequent processing [1]. 

 

Prediction filters such as Kalman Filter (KF), Maximum Likelihood Filter, Information Filter 

(IF), IMM filter, Particle Filter (PF) are being used in many applications to predict the next 

position of the moving target and play vital role to predict trajectory of a target. Such predicted 

information about unknown movement of a target is passed to the base station for further 

processing about target state. Tracking can be achieved by a single sensor or through 

collaborative sensors measurements [2] [3] [4] [5]. In fact, later case is more suitable for the 

target tracking as tracking through single sensor may result in huge computational burden on that 

sensor and early energy depletion in that node may lead to the reduction in lifetime of the 

network. On the other way, measurements from multiple sensors and synchronization between 

sensors provide much better estimation about state of target. Such measures are still less accurate 
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but close enough to target hence, measures from several detecting sensors help to get better 

tracking of a target [6]. Tracking algorithms are studied according to accuracy, energy efficiency, 

sensing modality, mobility, fault tolerance and security aspect. In work presented, tracking 

algorithms are studied and applied according to tracking accuracy and energy efficiency up to 

some extent. 

 

Efficient target tracking is a challenging process as measures from sensor nodes are affected by 

latency, energy consumption, node failure, coverage, connectivity, data aggregation etc.  At the 

same time, execution of tracking algorithm must be performed rapidly to avoid target miss while 

preserving accuracy of position estimation [7].  

 

In order to track the target, its localization is most important requirement. To locate target, use of 

GPS to fetch target locations is one of the solutions. But it is not always possible to mount GPS 

on each and every device participating in location estimation as (a) mechanism becomes intricate 

and energy consuming (b) some applications like tracking of a enemy vehicle, GPS cannot be 

installed. These force on deprived performance of network in terms of accuracy and network 

lifetime. Other technique involves RADAR for tracking, infect which are reliable and provides 

good accuracy but too much expensive. Use of RADAR and mounting GPS on every device cost 

a lot. This demands development of WSN tracking mechanism using low cost detecting sensor 

nodes and hence area to be monitored can be densely deployed with plenty of sensor nodes.  This 

results in good tracking mechanism as tracking from multiple sources results in good tracking 

efficacy.  With the use of sensor nodes, energy expense could be saved as nodes operate with 

very low energy and hence energy efficiency could be improved. Even it is possible to make 

sensor nodes in sleeping state when they are not contributing to the tracking which further saves 

on overall energy cost of the tracking system. 

 

In [8], authors have classified target tracking in centralized or distributed depending on 

computational algorithm. Centralized entity is responsible for all the complex computations to be 

performed on to the sensed measurements received from sensor nodes. It provides good 

performance but lacks in scalability. Computations are spread over the network in distributed 

algorithms, in which each node to operate locally and provide collaborative sensing. It provides 

good scalability and robustness but designing a distribution algorithm is challenging.  

 

To estimate the state of the target in target tracking WSN, functional blocks need to be devised 

are explained as follows, 

Discovery of a target in monitored area, probably target is being monitored by one or more nodes 

that produce connected readings about its state. Here essential things are i) Need to decide on 

which nodes to be selected for the new tracking step? ii) Activation range should be how long? 

iii) How many nodes should be selected?  

Prediction algorithm used has to be scattered and frivolous depending on the state model 

equation of the target, sensing modalities, noise model and limited power resources of sensor 

nodes. Prediction based algorithm uses distance as a parameter for estimation. Amongst various 

available prediction algorithms, Kalman Filter algorithm (KF) is an accepted solution for 

prediction but it converges well for linear systems.  All prediction based algorithms are having 
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two-step recursive procedure, 1) update and 2) prediction. Other algorithm such as: Extended 

Kalman Filter (EKF) and Particle Filter (PF) are used for more complex equation state models 

[9]. 

Data reporting to centralized entity, once state estimation and prediction is done, data reporter 

node must report soon enough which is quite challenging issue. Reporter nodes selected must 

have maximum energy resources and are close to the target.  

 

Sleep and activation of nodes, nodes which do not contribute to the detection or estimation 

process can be at rest and enters into sleep mode. Activation range depends on the target 

velocity. To avoid target miss probability, activation mechanism known as a multi-step along 

with dynamic activation range is applied.  

 

Tracking of a target also depends on network structure which could be tree, cluster or leader 

based. In detection, target may be detected by single or collaborative sensors that produce 

readings about its current position in each tracking step. This is depends on number nodes 

selected for detection in each tracking step. 

 

In [10], authors have demonstrated use of PSO where, cluster heads maximize the coverage 

metric and minimize the energy metric. In [11], PSO is used to overcome sample 

impoverishment problem of PF. For likelihood and prior, weighted aggregation is maximized 

through PSO in order to shift prior samples towards the section of the state space where 

likelihood and prior are significant. FIR filter is also used to detect the failures of sample 

impoverishment problem in PF and recovers the failed PF by resetting the PF using the output of 

an auxiliary FIR filter [12] [13].    

 

3. Research Gap 

 

As per the literature shown in the previous section, few research gaps have been identified as 

follows. 

 

In most of the work carried out in the field of tracking of moving target, optimization algorithms 

like PSO are used for better energy utilization in target tracking WSN but tracking efficacy is not 

addressed properly.  

 

Optimization algorithms are used to control noise uncertainties in observation and measurements 

appearing in prediction algorithm which is used to predict the trajectory of moving target, 

wherein contribution of such optimization algorithms in tracking of target to improve tracking 

efficacy is not well addressed.   

 

To reduce large monitoring vicinity to deterministic search area and to deal with non-linearity in 

moving path of the target, only the use of prediction algorithms are discussed and used but for 

the said issues the use of optimization algorithm is not addressed which actually contributes to 

the tracking of target and to improve tracking efficacy. 
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4. Problem statement 

 

The problem of target tracking using WSNs necessitate numerous challenges to be addressed due 

to the energy constraints of the sensor nodes and missing targets possibility. Quality of target 

tracking is to be assured by attaining acceptable tracking efficacy. Selecting and applying best 

target tracking model is a challenge due to the trade-off between tracking efficacy and energy 

constraint nature of WSN.  

 

Hence, problem is summarised as to propose; a target tracking model which estimates the 

trajectory of the moving target and provides close position tracking of the target which results 

into reasonably good tracking efficacy. Different target moving paths and combinations are to be 

considered to investigate efficacy of the proposed approach and outcomes are to be compared 

with standard tracking model. 

 

5. Objective and scope of work 

 

Objective is to explore the use of optimization algorithm along with prediction based filters for 

filling the identified research gaps. The main objective is to develop target tracking model by 

incorporating Multi-Step and Hybrid KF and PSO combination to achieve improved target 

tracking efficacy.  

 

Scope of work includes; 

 

[1] Improvement in the knowledge of different protocol and approaches of target tracking WSN. 

 

[2] Evaluation of the performance of existing tracking algorithms by implementing them. 

 

[3] Gaining knowledge about optimization algorithms used in target tracking WSN. 

 

[4] Developing methodology to propose target tracking model which should be able to track a 

moving point target and gives improved tracking efficacy.  

 

[5] Data analyses to be done to achieve said objectives are; RMSE: Reduced mean square error, 

Square error vs. tracking steps. 

 

6. Original contribution by thesis 

 

Our contribution by thesis has been presented as follows. 

 

[1] Proposing a new tracking model known as Multi-Step KF-PSO target tracking model to track 

the moving and unknown target trajectories. Course approximation of the target state is given 

by KF which in turn will be utilized by PSO in the second step to give fine approximation of 

the state of the target. Inclusion of PSO not only improves tracking efficacy but also results 

in reduction of search area for the sensor nodes to be activated for future predictions. Four 

different open loop target’s paths are considered on which proposed algorithm is applied and 

simulated. Measured matrices are Reduce Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Square Error per 
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each Tracking Step. These measures are compared with standard Kalman Filter to support the 

improved tracking efficacy achieved in proposed multi-step KF-PSO tracking model.  

 

[2] Proposed Multi-Step KF-PSO target tracking model applied on close loop target moving path 

too and same matrices are observed and compared as in point [1] above. 

 

[3] Proposing a new tracking model known as Hybrid KF-PSO tracking model to track unknown 

target trajectory and same matrices are observed and compared as in point [1] above. 

 

7. Work accomplished - Research, results and comparison 

7.1 Proposed Multi-Step KF-PSO tracking model-Open loop moving path 

Figure below shows the network scenario considered for the proposed tracking mechanism, it is 

deterministic and target is considered to be cooperative [14], [15]. Network consists of 

systematically populated nodes in deterministic vicinity. Initially, each corner node is announced 

as a particle node means there are four particles populated in the network to create a swarm as a 

part of the PSO implementation. Proposed system includes tracking of a target through a multi-

step KF-PSO combination. Following narration briefs about overall KF-PSO operation and its 

network scenario.  
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Proposed Network model 

Proposed multi-step tracking includes, role of both KF and PSO for the tracking to achieve good 

tracking accuracy. KF is a good estimator for linear trajectory where’s property of PSO to 

converge in non linear region is excellent. Such property of each method is accommodated in 

work carried out which results into good tracking mechanism. In proposed multi-step tracking 

model, recursive KF operates in first step and second step includes course approximation of KF 

about target state is to be supplemented in a place of personal best value in PSO to update target 

position. This makes PSO to follow target and gives fine approximation, move its particles closer 

and in the direction of moving target. The advantage of using proposed tired mechanism is 
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twofold; KF tracks the target well in linear region and PSO gives best estimation in non linear 

region of the target trajectory. Proposed multi-step KF-PSO prediction model maximizes 

expectation about state of the target and reduce root mean square error. This has been verified by 

applying proposed multi-step KF-PSO tracking model on different target trajectories and 

studying its tracking efficacy.   

 

Convergence time of PSO depends on swarm strength and coordination amongst particles [16]. 

Initially there will not be any objective function initiated in the model. As simulation progress, 

coordination amongst particles start as personal best and global best values of particles will start 

building up in each iteration as per the objective function used. Due to this and to maximize 

target state expectations, KF being in first step to get course approximation and PSO being in 

second step to get fine approximation of target location. 

 

In any kind of indoor application, user’s device must be connected to the data tapping point of 

the network to get a data access, example; typical application of Light Fidelity (LIFI) network 

which is assumed in work carried out and as shown in figure below. In such indoor environment, 

it is required that user with suitable LIFI supported device must get associated to the nearby LIFI 

spot for data access. In a LIFI network, to identify nearby LIFI spot which supposed to be active 

and to let user get connected to it for data transmission and receiving is challenging because the 

user may move and hence the user device too in entire network. What if all the LIFI spots remain 

active and ON to give data access to user? This leads to heavy energy consumption of the 

resources used.  Hence to tackle the said issues, proposed multi-step KF-PSO tracking model 

deals with tracking a target efficiently in an indoor environment that estimates change in target’s 

position and provided tracked target location. This helps to turn ON LIFI spot which is nearby 

tracked position of the target to give data access while other LIFI spots remain OFF.  Hence 

resulting in overall reduced energy expenditure of the network which increases lifetime with 

proper user data access.  

 
Indoor LIFI working area 

Mapping an application with proposed multi-step KF-PSO target tracking model, network 

consists of systematically populated nodes in deterministic vicinity. Each node is assumed to be 

attached to a LIFI spot responsible to deliver data to user. Initially, each corner node is 

announced as a particle node means there are four particles populated in the network as a part of 

the PSO implementation. These particle nodes help to design mechanism which keeps non 

participating nodes into sleep mode and to save on their energy resources. When PSO activated, 
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particles moves and follows target as it progresses in the network and particles come closer to 

target. Four particles sit on nearby node of the target and make them active. For each particle its 

personal best (pbest) and global best (gbest) is recorded and on the basis of the same, particle 

node with pbest value is just kept on; which in turn making that specific LIFI spot turned ON and 

rest are kept in sleep mode. This guarantees reduced usage of power resources of non 

participating nodes and overall energy efficiency is improved as there is less energy expenditure 

to track target and hence nodes can be alive for longer period of time.  

7.1.1 System modeling 

 
7.1.1.1 Kalman Filter 

Kalman filtering, uses a sequence of measurements observed over time, including measurement 

inaccuracies and statistical noise and produces state estimates of unidentified object that likely to 

be more precise compared to single measurement alone [16]. KF works in a two-step process. 

First step is the prediction step in which timed measurements are done and second is measurement 

update state where, corrections are applied to mitigate uncertainties and inaccuracies. Equations 

(1) to (5) shown below are the standard kalman filter equations used in literature. 

A. Prediction state 

𝑥𝑛+1      =  ∅𝑥𝑛                               (1) 

𝑃𝑛+1
      = ∅𝑃𝑛∅

𝑇 + ⌈𝑄⌈𝑇                           (2) 

B. Update State 

𝐾𝑛+1 =  𝑃𝑛+1
      𝐻𝑇(𝐻𝑃𝑛+1

      𝐻𝑇 + 𝑅)−1                      (3) 

𝑥𝑛+1 =  𝑥𝑛+1      + 𝐾𝑛+1(𝑌𝑛+1 ∗ 𝐻𝑥𝑛+1      )                 (4) 

𝑃𝑛+1 = (1 − 𝐾𝑛+1𝐻)𝑃𝑛+1
                         (5) 

Where, 𝑥𝑛 =

 
 
 
 
𝑥(𝑛)
𝑣𝑥(𝑛)

𝑦(𝑛)
𝑣𝑦(𝑛) 

 
 
 

∅ =  

1 𝑇 0 0
0 1 0 0
0
0

0
0

1
0

𝑇
1

 Γ =  

𝑇2 2 0
𝑇
0
0

0
𝑇2 2 
𝑇

 𝑄 =  
𝜎2

𝑤𝑥 0

0 𝜎2
𝑤𝑦

 H =  
1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0

   R =  
σ2

mean 0

0 σ2
mean

  

∅ is the state transition matrix, T is the sampling time interval between two successive measurement 

times. 𝛤 is the process noise matrix, 𝑤𝑛  is a Gaussian process noise vector with distribution, N(0,𝑄) 

having zero mean. Where𝑄 is covariance matrix, 𝐻 is the observation matrix, 𝑛𝑛  is an observation noise 

vector with probability distribution N (0,𝑅) having zero mean. 

7.1.1.2 PSO  

PSO is heuristic population based hunt method used for deterministic search whose workings are 

inspired by the swarming or mutual behavior of biological populations like flocks of birds and 
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schools of fish. PSO provides robustness to control parameters such as personal and swarm 

confidence factor and computation efficiency. PSO can be applied to non-linear, hunt space 

problems and gives the better results with a good efficacy [17], [18], [19]. Such property of PSO 

makes it more suitable to be used for searching and tracking especially for the non-linear regions. 

Initially, PSO takes time to get converges hence in proposed work, target state approximation is 

achieved by recursive KF first and such outcome is supplemented into the PSO. In PSO, 

provision of setting up of control parameters like personal and swarm confidence factor provides 

good balance between local and global search throughout the critical course of run of target 

trajectory. As simulation progresses proposed multi-step model performs well both in linear 

trajectory due to KF and non linear trajectory of target due to PSO. Velocity and position updates 

in PSO are shown below as equations (6) and (7), respectively [19]. 

A. Velocity Update 

𝑣𝑖 𝑛 + 1 = 𝑤 𝑛 ∗ 𝑣𝑖 𝑛 + 𝑐𝑝 𝑛 ∗ 𝑟𝑝𝑖 𝑛 ∗  𝑝𝑖 𝑛 − 𝑥𝑖 𝑛  + 𝑐𝑔 𝑛 ∗ 𝑟𝑔𝑖 𝑛 ∗  𝑔 𝑛 − 𝑥𝑖 𝑛           (6) 

B. Position Update  

𝑥𝑖 𝑛 + 1 = 𝑥𝑖 𝑛 + 𝑣𝑖 𝑛 + 1                          (7) 

For each particle i,  𝑣𝑖 𝑛  is current velocity, 𝑣𝑖 𝑛 + 1  is new velocity, 𝑥𝑖 𝑛  is current position, 

𝑥𝑖 𝑛 + 1  is next position, 𝑝𝑖 𝑛  is personal best (𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡) position of particle itself, 𝑔 𝑛  is global 

best (𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡) value amongst all particles, 𝑤 𝑛  is initial inertia, 𝑐𝑝 𝑛  is personal confidence 

factor, 𝑐𝑔 𝑛  is swarm confidence factor, 𝑟𝑝𝑖 𝑛  is random variable associated with personal 

confidence factor, 𝑟𝑔𝑖 𝑛 is random variable associated with swarm confidence factor . 

7.1.2 Proposed Network Modeling  

 

A. Network Dimensions  
 

Network (𝑛/𝑤) area is defined by its height and width dimensions and given as follows, 

𝑛/𝑤𝑑𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 =  
, 𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑡
𝑤, 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡

                       (8) 

𝑛/𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 =  (, 𝑤)                            (9) 

B. Node Count  
 

Total number of nodes in the network is to be derived by the equation shown below, 

𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑛 =   𝑤
                          (10) 

C. Node Placement  
 

To create systematic grid structure for node placement, 𝑖=1: 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 
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𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 (𝑖 ,𝑋,𝑌)  =  
𝑚𝑜𝑑(𝑖 − 1, 𝑤), 𝑋

𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟(
𝑖−1

𝑤
), 𝑌

                    (11) 

D. Structure and Placement of Particles 
 

Particle’s structure; NODE _INDEX=1; RSSI=2; NEXT_NODE-INDEX=3; VELOCITY=4; 

Considering first particle positions be in bottom-left in figure 1, population of particles at each 

corner node of the network is represented as (1, 1), (1,𝑤), (, 1) and (,𝑤). 

E. Target movement 
 

In order to create different scenarios four different trajectories including liner path, non linear 

path, curve and sudden transition are considered for target movement and are shown as below fig 

1 (a-d).  

 
           Figure 1 (a) Sample traj 1      Figure 1 (b) Sample traj 2     Figure 1 (c) Sample traj 3       Figure 1 (d) Sample traj 4 

 

F. RSSI Measurement 
 

Here, RSSI is in terms of distance measurement from the target which is measured from equation 

shown below. 

𝑝𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡  =  (𝑝𝑋 − 𝑥)2  + (𝑝𝑌 − 𝑦)2                                                                      (12) 

Where, RSSI is received signal strength, pdist is particle’s distance to target,𝑝𝑋 is particle’s x 

position, 𝑝𝑌 is particle’s y position, 𝑥 is target’s x positionand 𝑦 is target’s y position. Minimum 

is the distance; maximum is the received signal strength.  

Less is the distance value, higher is the RSSI because relation between RSSI and distance is 

given as, 

𝒎𝒂𝒙𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼𝜶
𝟏

𝒎𝒊𝒏𝑝𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡
                          (13) 

G. Fitness factor 
 

𝐹𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 = 𝑚 −
1

𝒎𝒂𝒙𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼
                       (14)      

 𝑚 is a large value 
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H. Global Best Particle 
 

Amongst all particles, global best particle is one with minimum distance to target and hence 

maximum RSSI.  

𝑔𝐵𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 = 𝐦𝐚𝐱𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝐹𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠                      (15) 

I. Particle’s Next Position 

In each tracking step, all particles’ fitness values are measured as per the fitness formula shown 

in equation. Particles next position depends on measured fitness and they jump onto the nodes 

which are nearby the target. To achieve so, all particles’ current fitness values are compared with 

their previous personal best and global best fitness values. Fitness for both the new and current 

particle positions are compared and if new particle’s fitness is greater than particle initiates jump 

and sits on a node with high fitness and hence new particle is announced in the network. 

Depending on new fitness is smaller or greater, particle jumps left or right and down or up to 

derive new personal best and global best positions.  

For i= 1: particle count 

𝑖𝑓 

𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑥𝑖 > 𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠(𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡)  
𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 = 𝑥𝑖  

𝑖𝑓                            (16) 

𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 > 𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠(𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡)  
𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 = 𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 

𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑓 

𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑓 
 

7.1.3 Algorithm of proposed Multi-Step KF-PSO tracking model 
 

i. Define network vicinity dimensions: 

𝑛/𝑤𝑑𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 =  
, 𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑡
𝑤, 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡

  

ii. Place  ∗ 𝑤 sensor nodes each having equal energy and construct systematic  grid as 

under:  

𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 ′𝑠𝑋𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑖 − 1, 𝑤  
And 

𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 ′𝑠𝑌𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟  
𝑖 − 1

𝑤
  

iii. Define number of swarm particles to be populated as N and place them in the network 

grid. 

iv. Generate different predefined moving target trajectories for experimentation using 

constant velocity model. 

v. Compute predicted locations of target as course approximation by applying KF as per 

equations (1) to (5). 

vi. Measure RSSI using distance of the target from each  particle node as per following set of 

equations: 
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𝑝𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡  =  (𝑝𝑋 − 𝑥)2  + (𝑝𝑌 − 𝑦)2   

 

𝒎𝒂𝒙𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼𝜶
𝟏

𝒎𝒊𝒏𝑝𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡
 

vii. Compute the fitness function using 𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 strength indicator 

𝐹𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 = 𝑚 −
1

𝒎𝒂𝒙
𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒

𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼
 

viii. Update new 𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 and 𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 location of particles using equation (16). 

ix. Using predicted locations 𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡  as per step v and, update position in equations (6) and 

(7) and derive fine approximation of target state location in PSO algorithm. 

x. Go back to step v and repeat. 

 

7.1.4 Simulation results 

 

This section presents simulation results for target tracking in WSN using multi-step KF-PSO 

model. To show the efficacy of the proposed work, simulations are performed in MATLAB 

R2011a by applying KF and proposed KF-PSO model on four different paths as shown in figure 1 

(a-d). Performance measure parameter used is RMSE. Implementation is carried out with different 

values of personal confidence (𝑐𝑝 𝑛 ) and swarm confidence factor (𝑐𝑔 𝑛 ) as shown in 

parameter table I. 

 

7.1.4.1 Assumptions 

 

1. Single, moving and cooperative target maneuvering in 2D structured environment consisting of 

sensor nodes is considered. 

2. Sensor nodes deployed are static, systematically placed in a grid, aware of their location 

information & are equipped with same initial energy & their residual energy can be calculated.  

3. There is time synchronization among nodes and target instantaneous locations can be known 

once it reaches a given location. 

 

7.1.4.2 Parameter Table 
TABLE I PARAMETERS 

Parameters Values 

Network vicinity 100m by 100m 

Node count 100 

Initial energy of all nodes 1 J 

Particle count, N 4 

Inertia,  𝑤 𝑛  1 

Velocity 1 m/s  

Large value, m      100 

Random variables (𝑟𝑝𝑖 𝑛 , 𝑟𝑔𝑖 𝑛 )       [1 1] 

 

Confidence factors 

[1 0] 

[0.80 0.20] 
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Personal  confidence             Swarm confidence 

𝑐𝑝 𝑛                                           𝑐𝑔 𝑛  

 

[0.75 0.25] 

[0.72 0.28] 

[0.71 0.29] 

[0.70 0.30] 

[0.69 0.31] 

[0.68 0.32] 

[0.60 0.40] 

[0.50 0.50] 

[0.25 0.75] 

 

7.1.4.3 Results 

 

Target tracking WSN using technique of Multi-Step KF-PSO is simulated in MATLAB. Case I, 

in a network vicinity a target with predefine trajectory is moving and to track the target, Kalman 

Filter is applied. Case II, course predicted value from KF is supplemented in place of pbest value 

in Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) to get fine prediction of a target more closer to actually 

trajectory of the target. Simulation is done for four different trajectories, with variance in PSO 

parameters cp n  & cg n . Difference can be observed from the simulation outcome and from 

RMSE measurement. Results shows that particles are moving in the direction of target and 

proposed Multi-Step KF-PSO mechanism gives better result as compared prediction through 

Kalman Filter only. Results of prediction from both the KF and Multi-Step KF-PSO simulations 

are compared in terms of Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). It can be infer that RMSE is reduced 

in case of Multi-Step KF-PSO and improvement in RMSE is observed as compared to KF.  

Case 1:  target tracking in  path-1 

Figures (2-4) show the tracking graph for target moving in predefined trajectory path 1.  For KF 

and proposed multi-step KF-PSO models, tracking accuracies of predicted vs. actual coordinates 

for cp n  and cg n  sets [0.68 0.32] [0.69 0.31] [0.70 0.30] [0.71 0.29] [0.72 0.28] are 

demonstrated in figures 2(a), 3(a) 4(a), 5(a) and 6(a) respectively and their squared values vs. 

tracking step errors are depicted in figures 2(b), 3(b), 4(b), 5(b) and 6(b) respectively. It is evident 

from the figures that tracking accuracy for KF-PSO model is better than standard KF filter. 

 

 
Figure 2(a) Target tracking with KF-PSO with 𝒄𝒑 𝒏 =0.68 

&𝒄𝒈 𝒏 =0.32 for trajectory path 1 

Figure 2(b)   Square error vs. Tracking steps with 𝒄𝒑 𝒏 =0.68 

&𝒄𝒈 𝒏 =0.32 for trajectory path 1 
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Figure 3(a) Target tracking with KF-PSO with 𝒄𝒑 𝒏 =0.69 

&𝒄𝒈 𝒏 =0.31 for trajectory path 1 

Figure 3(b) Square error vs. Tracking steps with 𝒄𝒑 𝒏 =0.69 

&𝒄𝒈 𝒏 =0.31 for trajectory path 1 

  
 

Figure 4(a) Target tracking with KF-PSO with 𝒄𝒑 𝒏 =0.70 

&𝒄𝒈 𝒏 =0.30 for trajectory path 1 

 

Figure 4(b) Square error vs. Tracking steps with 𝑐𝑝 𝑛 =0.70 

&𝑐𝑔 𝑛 =0.30 for trajectory path 1 

  
Figure 5(a) Target tracking with KF-PSO with 𝒄𝒑 𝒏 =0.71 

&𝒄𝒈 𝒏 =0.29 for trajectory path 1 

Figure 5(b) Square error vs. Tracking steps with 𝒄𝒑 𝒏 =0.71 

&𝒄𝒈 𝒏 =0.29 for trajectory path 1 

  
Figure 6(a) Target tracking with KF-PSO with 𝐜𝐩 𝐧 =0.72 

&𝐜𝐠 𝐧 =0.28 for trajectory path 1 

Figure 6(b) Square error vs. Tracking steps with 𝒄𝒑 𝒏 =0.72 

&𝒄𝒈 𝒏 =0.28 for trajectory path 1 
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Case 2:  target tracking in  path-2 

Figures (5-7) show the tracking graph for target moving in predefined trajectory path 2.  Tracking 

accuracies of predicted vs. actual coordinates for KF and for proposed multi-step KF-PSO models 

with  cp n  and cg n  sets [0.68 0.32] [0.69 0.31] [0.70 0.30] [0.71 0.29] [0.72 0.28] are 

demonstrated in figures 7(a), 8(a), 9(a) 10(a) and 11(a) respectively and their squared errors vs. 

tracking step are depicted in figures 7(b), 8(b), 9(b) 10(b) and 11(b) respectively. Again, KF-PSO 

model out performs standard KF filter. 

 

Figure 7(a) Target tracking with KF-PSO with 𝒄𝒑 𝒏 =0.68 

&𝒄𝒈 𝒏 =0.32 for trajectory path 2 

Figure 7(b) Square error vs. Tracking steps with 𝒄𝒑 𝒏 =0.68 

&𝒄𝒈 𝒏 =0.32 for trajectory path 2 

  
Figure 8(a) Target tracking with KF-PSO with 𝒄𝒑 𝒏 =0.69 

&𝒄𝒈 𝒏 =0.31 for trajectory path 2 

Figure 8(b) Square error vs. Tracking steps with 𝒄𝒑 𝒏 =0.69 

&𝒄𝒈 𝒏 =0.31 for trajectory path 2 

  
Figure 9(a) Target tracking with KF-PSO with 𝒄𝒑 𝒏 =0.70 

&𝒄𝒈 𝒏 =0.30 for trajectory path 2 

Figure 9(b) Square error vs. Tracking steps with 𝒄𝒑 𝒏 =0.70 

&𝒄𝒈 𝒏 =0.30 for trajectory path 2 
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Figure 10(a) Target tracking with KF-PSO with 𝒄𝒑 𝒏 =0.71 

&𝒄𝒈 𝒏 =0.29 for trajectory path 1 

Figure 10(b) Square error vs. Tracking steps with 𝒄𝒑 𝒏 =0.71 

&𝒄𝒈 𝒏 =0.29 for trajectory path 1 

  
Figure 11(a) Target tracking with KF-PSO with 𝐜𝐩 𝐧 =0.72 

&𝐜𝐠 𝐧 =0.28 for trajectory path 1 

Figure 11(b) Square error vs. Tracking steps with 𝐜𝐩 𝐧 =0.72 

&𝐜𝐠 𝐧 =0.28 for trajectory path 1 

  
Similar results are achieved when simulations were executed for Case 3 (target tracking in path 3) 

as shown in fig (12-16) and   for Case 4 (target tracking in path 4) as demonstrated in fig. (17-21).  
Figure 12(a) Target tracking with KF-PSO with 𝒄𝒑 𝒏 =0.68 

&𝒄𝒈 𝒏 =0.32 for trajectory path 3 

Figure 12(b) Square error vs. Tracking steps with cp[n]=0.68 

& cg[n]=0.32 for trajectory path 3 

  
Figure 13(a) Target tracking with KF-PSO with 𝒄𝒑 𝒏 =0.69 

&𝒄𝒈 𝒏 =0.31 for trajectory path 3 

Figure 13(b) Square error vs. Tracking steps with cp[n]=0.69 

&cg[n]=0.31 for trajectory path 3 
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Figure 14(a) Target tracking with KF-PSO with 𝒄𝒑 𝒏 =0.70 

&𝒄𝒈 𝒏 =0.30 for trajectory path 3 

Figure 14(b) Square error vs. Tracking steps with cp[n]=0.70 

&cg[n]=0.30 for trajectory path 3 

  
Figure 15(a) Target tracking with KF-PSO with 𝒄𝒑 𝒏 =0.71 

&𝒄𝒈 𝒏 =0.29 for trajectory path 1 

Figure 15(b) Square error vs. Tracking steps with 𝒄𝒑 𝒏 =0.71 

&𝒄𝒈 𝒏 =0.29 for trajectory path 1 

  
Figure 16(a) Target tracking with KF-PSO with 𝐜𝐩 𝐧 =0.72 

&𝐜𝐠 𝐧 =0.28 for trajectory path 1 

Figure 16(b) Square error vs. Tracking steps with 𝐜𝐩 𝐧 =0.72 

&𝐜𝐠 𝐧 =0.28 for trajectory path 1 

  
Figure 17(a) Target tracking with KF-PSO with 𝒄𝒑 𝒏 =0.68 

&𝒄𝒈 𝒏 =0.32 for trajectory path 4 

Figure 17(b) Square error vs. Tracking steps with cp[n]=0.68 

&cg[n]=0.32 for trajectory path 4 
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Figure 18(a) Target tracking with KF-PSO with 𝒄𝒑 𝒏 =0.69 

&𝒄𝒈 𝒏 =0.31 for trajectory path 4 

Figure 18(b) Square error vs. Tracking steps with cp[n]=0.69 

&cg[n]=0.31 for trajectory path 4 

  
Figure 19(a) Target tracking with KF-PSO with 𝒄𝒑 𝒏 =0.70 

&𝒄𝒈 𝒏 =0.30 for trajectory path 4 

Figure 19(b) Square error vs. Tracking steps with cp[n]=0.70 

&cg[n]=0.30 for trajectory path 4 

  
Figure 20(a) Target tracking with KF-PSO with 𝒄𝒑 𝒏 =0.71 

&𝒄𝒈 𝒏 =0.29 for trajectory path 1 

Figure 20(b) Square error vs. Tracking steps with 𝒄𝒑 𝒏 =0.71 

&𝒄𝒈 𝒏 =0.29 for trajectory path 1 

  
Figure 21(a) Target tracking with KF-PSO with 𝐜𝐩 𝐧 =0.72 

&𝐜𝐠 𝐧 =0.28 for trajectory path 1 

Figure 21(b) Square error vs. Tracking steps with 𝐜𝐩 𝐧 =0.72 

&𝐜𝐠 𝐧 =0.28 for trajectory path 1 
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7.1.4.4 RMSE Comparison 
TABLE II RMSE COMPARISON 

Filter Parameter Selection 
RMSE 

Traje 1 Traje 2 Traje 3 Traje 4 

Kalman --- 0.74 0.96 0.71 1.02 

Proposed multi-step 

KF-PSO 

Tracking 

 

cp n  = 1,  cg n = 0 0.74 0.96 0.71 1.02 

cp n  = 0.80, cg n = 0.20 0.69 0.94 0.55 0.90 

cp n  = 0.75, cg n = 0.25 0.68 0.94 0.53 0.89 

cp n  = 0.72, cg n = 0.28 0.675 0.93 0.53 0.885 

cp n  = 0.71, cg n = 0.29 0.67 0.93 0.526 0.883 

𝐜𝐩 𝐧  = 0.70, 𝐜𝐠 𝐧 = 0.30 0.65 0.92 0.52 0.88 

cp n  = 0.69, cg n = 0.31 0.67 0.93 0.53 0.90 

cp n  = 0.68, cg n = 0.32 0.67 0.93 0.54 0.92 

cp n  = 0.60, cg n = 0.40 0.66 0.93 0.54 0.95 

cp n  = 0.50, cg n =0.50 0.66 0.94 0.57 0.97 

cp n  = 0.25, cg n =0.75 0.70 0.95 0.66 0.99 
 

TABLE III  PERCENTAGE IMPROVEMENT  FOR VARIOUS KF-PSO APPROACHES COMPARED TO KALMAN 

Filter Parameter Selection 
REDUCTION in RMSE in % 

Traje 1 Traje 2 Traje 3 Traje 4 

Proposed multi-step 

KF-PSO 

Tracking 

 

cp n  = 1, cg n = 0 0 0 0 0 

cp n  = 0.80, cg n = 0.20 6.75 2.08 22.53 11.76 

cp n  = 0.75, cg n = 0.25 8.82 2.08 25.35 12.74 

cp n  = 0.72, cg n = 0.28 8.88 3.12 25.35 13.22 

cp n  = 0.71, cg n = 0.29 9.45 3.12 25.91 13.43 

𝐜𝐩 𝐧  = 0.70, 𝐜𝐠 𝐧 = 0.30 13.84 4.16 26.76 13.72 

cp n  = 0.69, cg n = 0.31 9.45 3.12 25.35 11.76 

cp n  = 0.68, cg n = 0.32 9.45 3.12 23.94 11.11 

cp n  = 0.60, cg n = 0.40 12.12 3.13 23.94 10.78 

cp n  = 0.50, cg n =0.50 12.12 2.08 19.71 6.86 

cp n  = 0.25, cg n =0.75 5.71 1.04 9.91 2.94 

 

7.2 Proposed Multi-Step KF-PSO tracking model-Close loop moving path 

In this simulation; network model, system model, algorithm and all the simulation parameters are 

kept same as in part 7.1 but the thing that differ is target moving path which are considered here 

are close in loop as shown in figure below. Results are obtained as obtained for open loop target 

moving path and only numerical results are shown below for three best cp n  and cg n  
combinations. 

 
(a) Sample trajectory 1 (b) Sample trajectory 2 (c) Sample trajectory 3 (d) Sample trajectory 4 
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TABLE IV RMSE COMPARISON 

Filter Selection Parameter 

RMSE 

Path 1 

Circle 

Path 2 

Tilted Eclipse 

Path 3 

Arc Triangle 

Path 4 

Tilted 

Pentagon 

KF ------ 0.99 0.81 0.73 1.00 

Proposed 

Multi Step 

KF-PSO 

Model 

Cp[n] = 0.71, Cg[n]= 0.29 0.97 0.76 0.58 1.00 

Cp[n]= 0.70, Cg[n]= 0.30 0.96 0.73 0.56 0.99 

Cp[n]  = 0.69, Cg[n]= 0.31 0.97 0.76 0.60 1.00 

 

7.3 Proposed Hybrid KF-PSO tracking model-Open loop moving path 

It is observed that initially PSO takes time in getting converge, hence KF being in first layer and 

PSO in second. In Hybrid KF-PSO tracking model; initially tracking results are taken through 

outcomes of KF only and then once PSO gets converged well after few iterations, later tracking 

results are taken through PSO only. Hence ultimate tracking results are through Hybrid 

combination of KF and PSO. Again network model, system model, algorithm, open loop target 

moving path and all the simulation parameters are kept same as in part 7.1 and results are 

obtained. Only numerical results are shown below for few cp n  and cg n  combinations. 

 
TABLE V RMSE COMPARISON 

Filter Parameter Selection 

RMSE 

Path 1 Path 2 Path 3 Path 4 

Kalman --- 0.74 0.95 0.94 0.93 

Proposed Hybrid 

KF-PSO 

Tracking 

Cp[n] = 1, Cg[n] = 0 0.74 0.95 0.94 0.93 

Cp[n] = 0.80, Cg[n]= 0.20 0.73 0.945 0.927 0.915 

Cp[n] = 0.71, Cg[n] = 0.29 0.669 0.94 0.91 0.90 

Cp[n] = 0.70, Cg[n] = 0.30 0.66 0.93 0.90 0.89 

Cp[n]  = 0.69, Cg[n] = 0.31 0.65 0.90 0.89 0.88 

Cp[n] = 0.68, Cg[n] = 0.32 0.655 0.92 0.90 0.89 

Cp[n]  = 0.60, Cg[n] = 0.40 0.70 0.94 0.925 0.935 

 

8 Conclusions 

Computation of RMSE and percentage reduction in RMSE for KF and various KF-PSO 

approaches shown in table II and table III respectively, indicates that RMSE is reduced in 

tracking through Multi-Step KF-PSO tracking model as compared to tracking though KF only. In 
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square error vs. tracking step’s graph, it is clearly seen that square error is decreased in case of 

multi-step KF-PSO tracking model especially when trajectory follows nonlinear path. In work 

presented it is observed that tracking graph through Multi-Step KF-PSO is not that smoother but 

we could achieve around 6% to 26% RMSE improvement in tracking through Multi-Step KF-

PSO model for both open loop and close loop target trajectory. For chosen tracking trajectories, 

Multi-Step KF-PSO mechanism gives best tracking results in terms of reduced square error in 

each tracking step and improved RMSE specifically for cp n  = 0.70, cg n = 0.30.  This resulting 

in improved tracking efficacy and therefore Multi-Step KF-PSO outperforms the operation of 

standard KF.  

 

Other hand, Hybrid  KF-PSO mechanism gives best tracking results in terms of reduced square 

error in each tracking step and improved RMSE for cp n  = 0.69, cg n = 0.31.   
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